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Abstract—Network pruning is of great importance due
to the elimination of the unimportant weights or features
activated due to the network over-parametrization. Ad-
vantages of sparsity enforcement include preventing the
overfitting and speedup. Considering the large number
of parameters in deep architectures, network compression
becomes of critical importance due to the required huge
amount of computational power. In this work, we impose
structured sparsity for speaker verification which is the
validation of the query speaker compared to the speaker
gallery. We will show that the mere sparsity enforcement
can improve the verification results due to the possible
initial overfitting in the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in deep learning suggested
new approaches to train deep networks led to al-
most human performance level in the image and
object recognition, speech recognition [1]–[4] and
data mining [5], [6]. Approaches based on Infor-
mation Theory have also been proposed to provide
a framework for interpret the deep architecture in
a better sense [7]. Some of these new approaches
such as dropout [8] will handle overfitting issue [9].
For training deep neural networks, network over-
parametrizing makes the architecture unnecessarily
complicated. Huge computational power is also re-
quired for training and model evaluation [10].
Up to now, different approaches have been pro-
posed for compressing models. Model compres-
sion [11], [12], pruning [13], [14], and `1 −
regularization [15] have been proposed so far for
this aim. In some previous works such as [16], it’s
been declared that training a few portions of the
weights is enough by kernel-based estimators. A
large amount of the previously performed methods
are based on multiple steps of tuning which makes
the model hardly scalable. One issue is the model
complexity and computational burdon which is re-
lated ot the large number of network parameters.
Feature selection is one of the approaches for re-
ducing the number of unimportant neurons. Select-
ing the important features by emoving unimportant
elements may impose the weight pruning. A large
number of feature methods in this field such as PCA
and AEss have been proposed.
For effective network compression, different
methods such as utilizing the group lasso [17],
structure scale constraining [18], and Structured
Sparsity Learning (SSL) [19] have been proposed.
For most of the research works, there is no evidence
of addressing how the accuracy is related to the
compression. In this work, we propose the use of
sparsity for imposing structured sparsity for speaker
verification. We will show that the simple sparsify-
ing the network, can improve the results for speaker
verification.
II. IMPOSING SPARSITY
A. Group sparse regularization
We focus on enforcing group sparsity to prune
convolutional and fully-connected layers. Group
lasso has widely been used for feature selection by
enforcing the sparsity on the weights group [17],
[20]. The objective of the group sparsity is to
select the effective channels or neurons in case we
have a convolutional layer or fully-connected layer,
respectively.
Assume a convolutional layer is demonstrated
by W ∈ RC,[Width,Heigth],F and C parameter indi-
cates the input channels, [Width,Heigth] shows
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2the kernel dimension, and F is the number of output
channels. The objective loss function is as follows:
L(W ) = Ldata(W ) + λr.`2(W )+
1√|G(Wm)|{λgs.
N∑
m=1
Lgs(G(W
m))} (1)
in which, Lgs indicates the group sparsity loss. The
|G(W l)| is the number of channels for the mth layer
and λ is the hyper-parameter for the loss. Assume
having L different groups of weights, the group
sparsity is defined as follows:
Lgs =
L∑
j=1
√√√√|w(j)|∑
i=1
(w
(j)
i )
2 (2)
in which w(j) demonstrates the jth group of weights
and |w(j)| shows the number of weights in the group.
Fig. 1. Group sparsity on the fully-connected layers.
The main objective of the group sparse regulariza-
tion is the removal of redundant features which are
activated regarding the network over-parametrizing.
For the fully-connected layers, the group is also all
the weights connected to the neuron and is shown
in Fig. 1.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The speaker verification is comparing the query
speaker to the gallery of speaker models and vali-
date the speaker identity. The speaker verification
is mainly divided into text-independent and text-
dependent types. In the text-dependent setting, the
available spoken utterances are the same. In text-
independent setting, however, no assumption is con-
sidered for the utterances. The challenge for the
latter scenario comes from the fact that the features
must distinguishable for both speaker and speech
information.
Input: For each sample sound file, a window
of 25ms, with 15ms overlapping is used and the
result will be a spectrogram of size 256 × 100 for
a 1-second duration of the audio sound. For the
third dimension, first and second order derivative
features are appended together. SpeechPy library
has been used for speech feature extraction [21].
Dataset: We used the VoxCeleb dataset for our
experiments [22]. There are 1211 available speakers,
40 speakers are chosen for test and the rest are used
for training as suggested in [22]. The raw audios
are extracted from regular Youtube videos which in-
clude a variety of internal differences such as back-
ground noise and different recording qualities which
make the dataset very challenging. For our exper-
iments, we choose very short 1-second utterances
with Voice Activity Detection (VAD) for removing
the silence parts. Choosing short utterances have
forensics applications and makes our experiments
challenging. It is more realistic to consider short
utterance because in real-world applications, for
most of the times only short utterances of different
subjects are available.
For speaker verification architecture, we
used convolutional neural networks due to
their superiority in applications such as action
recognition [23], object recognition [3],speaker
verification and audio-visual matching.
Training and optimization objective: The archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 2 which has two deep neural
networks with weight sharing. This architecture is a
Siamese neural network [24] and has been utilized
for different applications [25]–[27]. The main objec-
tive of a Siamese network is the creation of a joint
output feature space to distinguish between genuine
and impostor pairs. The idea is that if two elements
of an input pair are coming from the same subject,
the output distance should be close by a simple
distance metric and should be far away if they
have different identities. For this goal, the training
loss function should consider both aforementioned
conditions. Contrastive loss L(X, Y ) is used for that
aim and is defined as follows:
C(X, Y ) =
1
N
N∑
k=1
C(Yk, (X1, X2)k), (3)
where N is the number training samples, and
3L(Yl, (Xp1 , Xp2)l) will be defined as follows:
C(Yl, (X1, X2)l) = Y ∗ Cgen(DW (X1, X2)l)
+ (1− Y ) ∗ Cimp(DW (X1, X2)l) + λ||W ||2
(4)
in that λ||W ||2 is the regularization parameter. Cgen
and Cimp are the associated costs for the genuine
and impostor pairs respectively and will be defined
as functions of D(X1, X2):{
Cgen(D(X1, X2) =
1
2
D(X1, X2)
2
Cimp(D(X1, X2) =
1
2
max{0, (η −D(X1, X2))}2
(5)
for which η considered to be a predefined margin
and D(X1, X2) is the Euclidean distance between
associated output features for the pairs.
Architecture: For the architectures, VGG-Net has
been chosen as an effective model for the image
classifcation [28]. The architecture is modified spec-
ified to the input features. The output dimensionality
of the last layer is set to 64. The average pool-
ing has also been employed for spatial dimension
matching [29].
Fig. 2. The general employed architecture for speaker verification.
Results and comparison: The proposed approach
will be compared with some other base-line methods
as the GMM-UBM method [30] which has been
selected with 39 MFCCs coefficients including first
and second order derivatives. Universal Background
Model (UBM) with 512 mixture components has
been employed. The I-Vector system [31], is used as
one of the methods for the comparison. The results
are depicted in Table. I. As can be observed, impos-
ing the proposed approach for sparsity outperforms
the other methods.
TABLE I
COMPARING THE PROPOSED APPROACH WITH THE OTHER
METHODS.
Model EER
GMM-UBM [30] 28.22
I-vectors [31] 24.91
CNN [baseline] 24.68
CNN [SSL] 24.11
An important factor caused by enforcing sparsity
is the speedup. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. The speedup for separate layers.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed the application of
sparsity imposition for speaker verification. Exper-
imental results demonstrated the effectiveness of
enforcing sparsity due to its potential power for
preventing overfitting. This was the direct outcome
of removing unimportant elements of the network
such as neurons in fully connected layers and output
filters in the convolutional layer.
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